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Candidates For Home Economics Representative to Guild

Explain their Views

The Home Economics College of Iowa State is one of the highest ranked divisions of this kind in the nation. To maintain such a fine reputation it must be actively represented on the student governing body which is continually endeavoring to serve the University and its student body—Cardinal Guild.

If elected to Guild, I would like to see the following items considered: 1) Better public relations for Guild and Home Economics via high school courses from Iowa State for college credit, Guild representation on Recruitment Committee, and personal invitations to Guild meetings to those who are critical of Guild action, 2) Ames-University committee action on the voting rights of unmarried Iowa State students, 3) Increased Iowa State support for the Big Eight student government association, 4) More support for the Model UN, 5) Individual letters to home congressmen from Guild members following Guild legislation such as the Point Four Youth Peace Corps Resolution, 6) A clarification of “Dead” week, 7) Enlargement of the Honor System to all-University status, 8) Improved Iowa State teacher certification, 9) Promotion of the “Pass-Fail Bill,” and 10) An All-University Book Pool. These are responsibilities that I would gratefully accept as your Home Economics Representative to Cardinal Guild.

Our student government, Cardinal Guild, is one of the best in the United States; we are fortunate indeed. Representing the students as it does, it is necessary for the Guild members to be constantly aware of what you, the students, are thinking and wanting. As a Home Economics Senator, my main goal would be to contact you frequently to acquaint you with issues and learn your thinking on them. If elected, I would contact you in class, through your divisional club, in the halls and on the walkways of the campus.

After studying present proposals, I am in favor of the Pass-Fail Bill. I feel that it offers an excellent opportunity for all of us to broaden our educational experience. In our concentrated studies, we sometimes forget our interests in other areas.

Were I elected, I would be desirous of doing more with the teacher evaluation system. There is a multitude of values in such a program. We are all subject to improvement. One of the reasons Iowa State has its fine reputation now is because of constant evaluation and improvement.

Truly I am anxious to serve you, the Home Economics students of Iowa State University. Elected or not, I want you to come to me with your ideas. Together, by working through Cardinal Guild, we can stimulate action pertaining to our goals.

Mary K. Farmer

Martha Hutchinson
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Debbie Reynolds look

You’ll look and feel slimmer, sleeker in complete comfort. Inner elastic bands flatten in front, vertical stretch panel smooths in back. White or black.

Pantie Girdle ....... $ 8.95
Long Leg Pantie ....$10.95
Girdle ...................... $ 7.95

Look for this package
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